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I am interested in the capacity of art to utilize and reorganize exis-
ting social forms and cultural models that can be updated infinitely. 
I intend that my work has a double impact and validity: merit in the 
plane of art as well as in the social dominion. It must become a plat-
form of communication and expansion of specific phenomena and of 
the principal contradictions and socio-cultural forces of those areas 
that are not made evident, lack transparency, or are hidden, and in 
the end the work must remain as an archive of these “social invisibi-
lities”. 

 

 

"The pursuit of short, compact and poetic formal solution and poetic 
flight with that achieved from an attractive appearance, harsh 
approach issues in social and political, are some of the features that 
distinguish its production to the present. It is a subtle storyteller 
who constructs complex puzzles that area of cultural life that 
concerns everyone."
                                                                   Magaly Espinosa                                                            

Curator and art theorist 

 

(...)The artist operates through the methodological displacement of 
gaze to those social actors or experiences that have been left outsi-
de the framework of national representations, expelled the legiti-
mate narrative History (...) Therefore possibly Güero is particularly 
interested in the control mechanisms through which it is executed 
surveillance, censorship and self-censorship. Hence they are the 
news media a reason recurrrente in his poetry, especially when its 
management by the totalitarian state or market instruments in the 
equation between neoliberalism and democracy regimes leave no 
alternative to art that is responsible for their political status and 
role of civil society (...)      

                                                                       Suset Sánchez
Curator and art critic
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BALL CHANGE
Object / Ball baseball
Dimensions variable.
Havana, 2005 - Caracas, 2015.
CIFO - Ella Fontanals-Cisneros´s Collection, US

The Baseball in Cuba is recognized as a National Sport. Taken as a 
cultural identity, too, is ideological symbol and instrument that 
integrates the political discourse of the island. Ball Change propo-
ses internalize about this phenomenon, where players, rules and 
the game remains the same.

Exhibition image: "Art x Cuba, Contemporary Perspectives since 1989", curated by Andreas 
Beitin and Antonio Eligio (Tonel), Ludwig Forum Aachen, Germany. Photo: Carl Brunn.
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THE THIRD LEG
Book artist (Scan documents and texts 

of cuban writers in exile).
2008-2014

Copy artist (Edition of 5) 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in 
Cuba publications, both newspapers and magazines, 
offered their columns and spaces important Cuban 
writers and intellectuals of the time in exile. In the 

post-revolutionary Cuba this editorial policy ends. 

Based on this fact I plan to make an artist book to be 
very specific. Collect 16 contemporary Cuban intellec-
tuals in exile, who have collaborated with texts written 
specifically for the book and other unpublished texts. 
Each brings new readings of diverse phenomena of 
today's Cuba. In the same way they vary their views, so 
do the discourses that underpin: sociological, artistic, 
historiography, journalism, among others. The texts 
inserted in a selection of images scanned from Cuban 
publications emblematic of the late nineteenth and first 
half of the twentieth century. Selected publications for 
each of the texts has been determined under the crite-
ria to establish consistency between the discourse used 
by the author and publisher of the publication profile 
chosen, ie a ratio between author / text - speech / 

theme - magazine / newspaper. 
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More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/la-tercera-pata-2008-2014

The project aims to make the book a work phone, you get the 
viewer and leave, to move with him, making his major collector. 
It becomes an art object dispersed in life, and at the same time, 
a space of coexistence and exchange, a diagnosis from 

complementary perspectives and diverse contemporary Cuba.

The characteristics of the book:
- Binding: Hardcover (booklets sewn with thread).

- Guards: Matte Paper 300 grs. A 4 x 4 colors.
- Casing: Approximately 125 pages. Matte paper 150 grs. B/N.

- Format: Closed 36 x 26 cm  Open 52 x 36 cm.

Writers:
Uva de Aragón

Dagoberto Vadés
Oscar Espinosa Chepe

Eliseo Alberto
Iván de la Nuez

Carlos Espinosa Domínguez
Odette Alonso

Orlando Luis Pardo Lazo
Luis Manuel García

Reinaldo Escobar
Yoani Sánchez

Reinaldo González Alfonso
Rafael Rojas

Octavio Armand
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Detail of the photograph: "Dissident", 2009

DIFFICULT READING
Photo series / Digital photographs on Hahnemühle paper (Matt Fiber 300 gsm)
100 x 75 cm c/u
Ed. 5 + 2 PA
2009-2010
CIFO - Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection, US. (Ed. 1/5)

Since 1965 it prohibited the independent press in Cuba and was cataloged within the field of “po 
litical illegality”. Starting from this, I make an investigation of a year ending in a photo series 
titled Difficult Reading. In this series I show a group of independent publications with the 
largest circulation and impact in the last years in the country. These have had an illegal, clan-
destine circulation, which makes your visibility and knowledge of citizens is null, ie, does not 
exist. The photos recreate each publication completely intimate, dark, indefinite environ-
ments, someti mes in solitary, to achieve that anonymous, uncertain environment and ignored 
that usually circulate, read and discussed.
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Más:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/lecturas-dificiles-2009-2010

Exhibition: "Art x Cuba, Contemporary Perspectives since 1989", curated by Andreas Beitin and Antonio Eligio (Tonel), Ludwig Forum Aachen, Germany.
Photo: Carl Brunn
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Exhibition: "Art x Cuba. Contemporary Perspectives since 1989", curated by Andreas Beitin and Antonio Eligio (Tonel), Ludwig Forum Aachen, Germany.
Photo: Carl Brunn
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SUB-COUNTRY (Fragment #1)
Project of Nation / 10 897 people, 20 posters of politic parties, 2 
maps and 106 Km² of territory.
Dimensions variable.
Liverpool Biennial, UK.
2010

Sub-country is a proposal of a nation that underlies and is 
developed within Cuban society by different parties, organi-
zations, resistance groups "not legally recognized". A "coun-
try" in parallel that fights for public recognition of its exis-
tence from an uncertain cartography. The work proposes a 
variant of the geographical area that would physically 
occupy the sub-country, by real calculations of the percen-
tage of people that make up these organizations and resis-
tance groups with respect to the number of inhabitants that 
exist in Cuba and the Km² that this percent occupies within 
of the Cuban territory. In this way, the project creates a 
proposal of utopian territory in which the sub-country could 
be constituted geographically.



More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/subpas--sub-country-2010

SUBCOUNTRY

Entity:                                                             Country
- Country:                                                         Sub-country
- Constituent nation:                                         Cuba
Leader:                                                            Indefinite
Historical facts:
- Fundation:                                                     1959
Parity, political organizations
and Human Rights:                                           564
Language:                                                        Spanish
Area:
- Total:                                                             9.708 Km²
Border:                                                            Indefinite
Population:
- Total:                                                             1.000.000 hab. (2010)
Density:                                                           103 hab. /Km²

Only one fragment of the projects was made in the Biennial, readjusted to the 
geographical characteristics of Liverpool. A total of 20 posters with the same 
number of organizations defined the fragment of the territory of the Sub-Coun-
try.

People that make up the 20 organizations
shown on the posters:                                       10.897 / 1,08 % of the total
                                                                        population
Defined territory:                                             106 Km² / 1.09% of the total
                                                                        of the Sub-Country

Two maps represented the territory in Liverpool:

1- Geo-political map: traced the real territory that these defined in the District
of Liverpool.

2- Road map: it indicated the places and addresses where the 20 porters were
located in the city.
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010 More:

http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/subpas--sub-country-2010
Exhibition: "TOUCHED", curated by Lorenzo Fusi, 10th Liverpool Biennial, Uk 2010 / Photo: Loidys Carnero
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010
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  CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES
Photographic series / Digital photographic on paper Hahnemühle 

(Matt Fibre 200 gsm) and banknotes (money)
Dimensions variables

2012-2017

The iconography of monuments and architectures in the banknotes is the 
expression of a nation's symbolic layout. The imaginary map of a terri
tory to go, which encourages a path through these places, "both for 

those who move around these and for those who live far away. 

"Through "Capital cutouts in transit sites" I propose an itinerary , using 
banknotes and guide traveler, a path which is only possible through 
them. Is to collect the different denominations of banknotes has a coun
try and jigsaw images of monuments and architectures that contain in 
their design. Locate the location where these sites in the city and move 
to them with the aim of matching, as exact as possible by photography, 
iconography openwork on banknotes to the monuments and their corres
ponding real architectures. "Capital cutouts..." constitutes a site speci
fic photography project, where not only acquires a status of documenta
tion and travel log fixed but becomes that "only place" in which is possi
ble unite the real scenario with "container dummy", ie replace the image 

represented on banknotes for its original in situ. 

Several photographic series will conform "Capital cutouts...", which will 
be displayed along with their corresponding banknotes and will be defi
ned by the countries that will be realized, creating a whole symbolic 
territory that calls into question the true cultural value and aesthetic 
commemorative monuments and architectural identity of nations , to be 
subverted, through its history, the monetary system and make it "inhe

rent to the nature of money."

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/calados-capitales-serie-1-cuba
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010

SERIES #1: CUBA
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010

CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES, Series #1: Cuba
Exhibition: “The Object and the Image (This is not a Chair Either)”, Concrete Space Project, Miami, United States. / Phto: Willy Castellano
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010

SERIES #2: VENEZUELA
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010

CALADOS CAPITALES EN LUGARES DE PASO, Serie #1: Cuba
Exposición: “The Object and the Image (This is not a Chair Either)”, Concrete Space Project, Miami, Estados Unidos. / Foto: Willy Castellano

CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES, Series #2: Venezuela
Exhibition: “Capital sin Nombre”, Oficina #1 Gallery, Center of Contemporary Art Los Galpones, Caracas, Venezuela 2014.
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010

SERIES #3: POLAND
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010 CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES, Series #3: Poland. Exhibition: AIR OPEN STUDIO, Center for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, Poland 2013
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SERIES #4: UNITED STATES
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SUBPAÍS (Fragmento 1)
Proyecto de Nación / 10 897 personas, 20 posters de partídos políticos, 2 mapas y 106 Km² de territorio.
Dimensiones variable
Bienal de Liverpool, UK.
2010CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES, Series #4: United States. Exhibition: “Construcción de una Historia”, House of Culture San Isidro, Lima, Peru / Photo: Daniel G. Alonso.
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SERIES #5: COLOMBIA
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CAPITAL CUTOUT IN TRANSIT SITES, Series #5: Colombia. Montenegro Art Project, Bogotá, Colombia 2017 / Photo: Sandra Montenegro.
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More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/epoca-incorrecta-2013

WRONG TIME FOR FAMOUS WRITER
Installation / 6 photos, 3 tables and 9 table lamps.
1000 x 200 x 100 cm
Warsaw, 2013. 

Wrong time for famous writers" is an installation made up of a series of 
photographs, shown in table’s libraries tacking upside down and recli-
ning against the wall, illuminated each table by 3 lamps study. It is the 
result of research conducted in the Library of the University of Warsaw 
on Polish writers were censored, persecuted and exiled during the 
communist Poland, along with the compilation of various publications 
dealing, from a historical, political, social, economic and cultural, 
Communism. The photographs show the spines of books, superposed on 
each other, matching on a vertical axis different letters that form the 
name of these writers. The names are hard to find, often, become 
impossible, in the same way these writers remained and were distribu-
ted during this period: "under the table".
 

 



,

Detail: WRONG TIME FOR FAMOUS WRITER, in the exhibition: AIR Laboratory, Center for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, Poland 2013.
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Exhibition: AIR OPEN STUDIO, Center for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, Poland 2013.
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HOUSAND NEWS AND ONE PERFORMANCE 
Performance

2014

Thousand news and one performance, based on information 
theory, is the transformation of a performance of a piece of 

writing.

One of the many ways in which subsists and is filed perfor-
mance, is through the press. With Thousand news and one 
performance suitable for this transformation process through 

several days.

I make an action inspired by the press for a journalist only. 
After witnessing the performance journalist writes a text 
describing what is seen. Text is published day later and put 
into space. Every week is invited one / a different journalist 
writing an article on the new performance written by his 
previous colleagues and as they are being published texts will 
show in space chronological order, with the other objects 
used in the action. So that public can go read as the informa-

tion changes while it is writing about herself.

This sequence is repeated during the weeks of the exhibition. 
The variation created by different levels of information 
processing by journalists is the trace of the piece. The docu-
mentation process is converte in the performance itself. 
Somehow continuous piece being a live event, and at the 

same time a document. 

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/mil-noticias-y-un-per-

formance-2014
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HAVE THE BLAME
Installation / Venezuelan flag (150 x 90 cm), flag pole in black iron, string (halyard) and concrete base.
200 x 500 x 100 cm
Caracas, 2013-14 

The flag is a symbol that legitimizes the sovereignty of a nation, its geo-political and socio-cultural identity. Image that contemplates, salutes and honors of "face to the sun". A badge of heights. "To have the fault" is a scale-scale installa-
tion of a folded flagpole that hoists the Venezuelan flag "on the ground":. 

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/tener-la-culpa-2013-2014
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September 9, 2014
Press conference

The press conference goes smoothly.
That night they inform me that we will 
meet the next day in the Gallery of the 
Museum, with the board of the event 
(International Art Fair), the executives of 
Banco Banesco and the curator of the 
event, to address "a delicate issue that 
they could not tell me phone".

September 10, 2014
Day before the inauguration

In the morning, in the D´ Museo Gallery, 
they show me, printed, "tweets" of suppor-
ters to the government, protesting and 
denouncing Ciudad Banesco for the 
presentation, in their space, of the work.
Comments "retwiteados" (worried a lot ...) 
with the image of the work to the account 
of the President of the Republic, the Presi-
dent of the National Assembly and other 
people of the government and institutions.
They asked to remove the flag for fear of 
probable government requirements and 
measures. They talked about looking after 
their reputation, their name ...
I refused to remove it. They had to do it.
I documented the process of removing it 
with a fancy ceremonial aura. A perfor-
mance in itself.

September 11, 2014
Opening 

He made the piece "modified" by the orga-
nizers, noting the censorship.

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/-
tener-la-culpa-2013-2014
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WEAPONS DO NOT KILL
Installation.
24 drawings with gunpowder weapons on canvas / 12.000 pistol ferrule of 9mm and shotgun shells.
1000 x 400 x170 cm 

Weapons do not kill is a project that reflects on the phenomenon of armed violence, taking Venezuelan society as a 
field of investigation, one of the highest rates of violence and insecurity in Latin America. 
It is an installation project that is made up of a series of 24 drawings. The drawings represent the firearms, short and 
medium range, most used in police actions, civil demonstrations, assaults, kidnappings and murders in Venezuelan, 
according to various media outlets in the country. The images of these weapons are made on a real scale with powder 
gunpowder on canvas. Weapons are shown alluding to the way firearms are displayed in military displays or surrounding 
an area that simulates a shooting range. 

2011-2013 

Detail drawing: "Walther P99 QA", Gunpowder on canvas, 44 x 39 cm, 2013
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A carpet of 12,000 rounds of 9mm bullets and 
shotgun cartridges (equivalent to the number 
of samples a year in Venezuela at such 
events) correspond to the caliber of the wea-
pons represented in the drawings, forming 
the other part of the Installation, covering 
the entire floor of the space. The viewer 
must walk on the carpet of caps to be able to 
contemplate the weapons of near, this 
causes the spectator to experience at a 
sensorial level a state of instability and inse-
curity as it tries to move between the busqui-
llos by the space. In this way I create a para-
doxical effect on the spectator, insofar as the 
aesthetic and sensorial aspects are opposed 
in a contradictory way to the cultural and 
ideological values   on which the violence in 

the social imaginary is based.
 

Weapons do not kill because violence is not a 
representation or object, not even an action, 
but a state of mind, a social attitude, a philo-

sophy of life. 
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Una alfombra de 12 mil casquillos de balas, de 
9 mm y cartuchos de escopetas (cifra equiva-
lente a la cantidad de muesrtos al año en 
Venezuela en dichos acontecimientos) son 
correspondiente al calibre de las armas repre-
sentadas en los dibujos, conforma la otra 
parte de la instalación, cubriendo todo el 
suelo del espacio. El espectador debe caminar 
sobre la alfombra de casquillos para poder 
contemplar las armas de cerca, esto hace que 
el espectador experimente a nivel sensorial 
un estado de inestabilidad e inseguridad 
mientras trate de desplazarse entre los 
casquillos por el espacio. De esta manera creo 
un efecto paradójico sobre el espectador, en 
la medida en que los aspectos estéticos y 
sensoriales se anteponen de forma contradic-
toria a los valores culturales e ideológicos 
sobre los cuales se sustenta la violencia en el 

imaginario social.
  

Las armas no matan porque la violencia no es 
una representación u objeto, ni tan siquiera 
una acción, sino un estado de ánimo, una acti-

tud social, una filosofía de vida.

Exhibition: "Zona Franca", 12th Havana Biennale, Complejo Histórico-Militar Morro-Cabaña, Havana, Cuba
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PAPER BULLETS
Object
Gun (Glock-17) and rolled news-
paper
Dimensions variable
2013-2015
 

Paper bullets is a project 
formed by a real gun having in 
its barrel rolled newspaper. 
The gun, which generates a 
physical and direct violence, 
the newspaper producer of a 
more psychological violence 
and insecurity as a state of 
opinion. From an impossible 
object I establish a complicity 
between the two elements, 
which refers to the interwea-
ving of these on the pheno-
menon of violence and inse-
curity in Venezuela.

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsi-
te.com/home/balas-de-pa-
pel-2013-15
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MINUTES OF HATE AGAINST HIMSELF
Video / 00:01:11 MIN / NTSC
2014-2015
Ed. 5 + P/A
Brillembourg Capriles Collection, US (Ed. 2/5)
Kadist (Sur) Collection, US (Ed. 3/5)

The video shows a close up of the Venezuelan flag receiving 8 shots of bullets replaced the 
place of the stars. I propose to reflect on the attacks, mutations and re-significances of 
media, social and political discourse that has suffered the flag on the Venezuelan nation 
where violence to become identity.

Ver video: https://vimeo.com/238295457

Image of exhibition: “Construcción  Artística Local: Moderna Contemporánea.” La Tertulia Art Museum, Santiago de Cali, Colombia.
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BILATERAL DIALOGUE (Video #1 and Video #2)
Video-Installation / Two projection, one front to other
01:46 min / 02:21 min
2014-2015

The video installation emits one of the most significant events of our present: 
the speeches exchanged between the December 17, 2014 the leaders of two 
countries that have maintained a position of irreconcilable divergence for half 
a century. By editing they are omitted the words spoken in both speeches, 
leaving only the silent spaces between a sentence and another, showing two 
interventions gestures that politics pose becomes the only dialogue.

Watch videos:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/dialogo-bilateral-2014-2015

Images of the exhibition: “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO),
 Caracas, Venezuela 2017.
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A NATION IN A FEW WORDS
Installation-documents / 16 pages of the Cuban 

Constitution (Edition 31/01/2013)
Variable dimensions (315 x 223 mm each page)

2015-2016

 
The Constitution is the soul of a Nation. The 
sense of a Republic before its citizens. "A 
Nation in a few words," is a work where I 
intervene the latest edition of the Cuban 
Constitution published in the Official Gaze-
tte of Cuba on January 31, 2003. I selected 
its 16 pages and delete all the words that 
appear in these, leaving only punctuation 
marks, accents, commas, parentheses, 
hyphens, etc ... These pages donated again 
in their original paper original gazette. In 
this way, there remains a great constella-
tion of signs scattered in the void of paper, 
which make a document so specific, parti-
cular and "local", a disseminated, abstract 

and "universal" image.

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/u-

na-nacion-en-pocas-palabras-2015-2

Image: Detail of the exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017.
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Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017.
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LAGOONS
Pictorial series
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u
2016-2017

(...) when we talk about Desclassified Documents one quickly focuses on papers and pages of high importance that contain data and infor-
mation about plans, methods, strategies and governmental experiments that have been carried out behind the back of public opinion, and 
that Once unveiled, they help to clarify the historical facts of a Nation or the relationship between one country and another at a time in 
history. But in many cases, the term Unclassified is not such (...)
 
In this sense, I have developed a project whose conceptualization is based on an investigation on "Desclassified" documents of the CIA that 
address five (5) relevant historical facts that have originated from the political relations between the United States and Cuba since 1959 to 
date, and that they have been neuralgic events in the contemporary history of both nations, such as: The Embargo, The Bay of Pigs Invasion, 
The Missile Crisis, The Mongoose Operation and The Demolition of the Barbados Aircraft. From the documents compiled in the research I 
have chosen the most relevant ones that have been censored part of their information through quadrants and black crossings. These erasu-
res in the documents make up compositions typical of geometric abstraction, in which the action of erasing, covering, crossing the writing 
into a pictorial gesture in itself. My intention has been to appropriate these traces of "erased" information and, by means of an essentially 
Duchampian gesture, I decontextualize them and resignify them by converting them into paintings.

More:
http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/lagunas-2016-2017
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Serie #1: THE EMBARGO
8 painting / Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u 
2016

Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017 / Pfoto: Alexandra Blanco.
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Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017 / Photo: Alexandra Blanco.

Serie #2: BAY OF PIGS INVASION
6 painting / Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u 
2016
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Serie #3: THE MISSILE CRISIS
6 painting / Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u 
2017

Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017 / Photo: Alexandra Blanco.
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Serie #4: DEMOLITION OF THE BARBADOS AIRPLANE (Posada Carriles Case)
6 paintings / Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u 
2017

Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017 / Photo: Alexandra Blanco
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Serie #5: MONGOOSE OPERATION
4 paintings / Acrylic on canvas
100 x 70 cm c/u 
2017

Image: Exhibition “Una Nación en pocas palabras”, Alejandro Otero Museum (MAO), Caracas, Venezuela 2017 / Photo: Alexandra Blanco



PROTEUS SYNDROME
Collage Series / Stock Images (In process)

60 x 50 each
2015-2018

Since the end of 2015 I have been investigating how great personalities of contemporary history and the present have 
coincided, almost mimetically, in postures and expressions before the camera, regardless of the time, place, situation or its 
meaning. Personalities that have become iconic figures within the collective imaginary both local, regional and universal. In 
this sense, I decided to carry out a project from a critical perspective on these figures to disrupt the symbolic domain, the 
relations of power and social dependence established when we approach them. The work consists of a series of portraits made 
with the collage technique from archival images, which are made up of the complicity that I created when folding the 
photographs of some characters and superimposing them on others, corrupting the original faces and transforming them into 
others unrecognizable, unknown, but possible. Proteus syndrome (congenital pathology characterized by the gradual 
deformation of the organism) and which alludes to the Greek God Proteus, which could mutate and assume multiple forms not 
to be discovered, works as a metaphor for the mutations and unfolding of behavior and the personality that the subjects that 

exercise the Power assume
.

                                                                                                                                                                                                 More:
                                                                                                             http://jesushdez-guero.wixsite.com/home/sindrome-de-proteus-2015-2018

    

                                                                                                                          Image: PABLO & CASTRO, Collage / Stock Images, 60 x 50 cm, 2017.
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BIOGRAPHY

Born in Havana in 1983.  He attended the "San Alejandro" Academy of Fine Arts, 
Havana, between 1999 and 2003. Continued his studies at the Instituto Superior 
de Arte (ISA) in Havana between 2004 and 2009, obtaining his degree in Fine Arts. 
During his academic years at ISA, he was selected by artist Tania Bruguera to 
study the "Art of Conduct" between 2006 and 2008. During these two years he had 
the opportunity to share and exchange with important artists such as Thomas 
Hirschhorn, Allora & Calsadilla, Artur Zmijewski, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Antoni Munta-
das, among others and with important curators, theorists and critics such as 
Okwui Enwezor, Jens Hoffmann, Nicolas Bourriaud, Boris Groys, Manfred Pfister 
and others. All these formative stages led him to extend the limits of his artistic 
preoccupations, exposing himself to the most diverse disciplines and situations. 
He is interested in "the capacity of art to use and reorganize existing social 
forms, and cultural models that can be infinitely reactualizable." For this reason, 
his work is not limited to a specific artistic medium, but depends on the idea to 
be developed. He has received several prizes, including the Unique Prize of the 
3rd International Festival of Video-Creation "Close UpVallarta", Jalisco, Mexico 
2017; the 1st Prize of Photography in the "International Contemporary Art Com-
petition 2017", by Open Art Miami, US; the "Young Youth 2016" Prize, awarded by 
the Museum of Art of Valencia (MUVA) in Venezuela; To be a finalist of the 9th 
Edition of the IILA-PHOTOGRAPHY Prize, awarded by the Italo-Latin American 
Institute of Rome, Italy; The "La Joven Estampa" Prize awarded by Casa de las 
America in 2003. In 2008 he is awarded the BATISCAFO Residence, awarded by the 
HIVOS Foundation and Triangle Art Truth, UK and in 2013 the Center for Contem-
porary Art " Ujazdowski Castle ", awarded by the AIR Laboratory Residence in 
Warsaw, Poland. His works have been presented in different exhibitions and 
different countries, highlighting the following: The Object and the Image (This is 
not a Chair Either), Concrete Space Project, Miami, USA; The Global South, PINTA 
Art Fair, Miami, United States; 9th Edition of the IILA-PHOTOGRAPHY Prize, 
Museum of Contemporary Art of Rome (MACRO), Italy; Iconocracia. Contemporary 
Cuban Photography, Atlantic Center for Modern Art (CAAM), Las Palmas de Gran 
Canarias (2016) and the Basque Center for Contemporary Art Artium), Vitoria, 
Spain (2015); III Bienal Desde Aquí, Bucaramanga, Colombia; Zona Franca. 12th 
Biennial of Havana, Historical-Military Complex Morro-Cabaña, Havana, Cuba; 
The Spaces Between: Contemporary Art from Havana, Bildmuseet, Umeå Univer-
sity, Sweden (2015) and at the Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, Vancouver, 
Canada (2014); TOUCHED, Liverpool Biennial, curated by Lorenzo Fusi, Visitor 
Center, Liverpool, UK; Cuba XXI century: Literature in transition, Avant Writing 
Symposium 2010, The Ohio State University, Ohio, USA; Experimental video and 
video art: Artists from Cuba, curated by Magaly Espinosa and Conrado Uribe, 
Antioquia Museum, Medellín, Colombia; State of exception, 10th Biennial of 
Havana, curated by Tania Bruguera and Mailyn Machado, HABANA Gallery, Cuba; 
VII Biennial of Gwangju, curated by Okwui Enwezor, South Korea; States of 
Exchange: Artists from Cuba, curated by Gerardo Mosquera and Cylena Simonds. 
Institute of International Visual Arts (InVAVA), London, UK; among other. He is a 
Professor at the Departmental Institute of Fine Arts, in the City of Cali. Currently 
lives and works between Cali (Colombia) and Havana (Cuba).
 

 


